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Abstract
This study examined the harmonization of five religions (Islam, Catholicism, Protestantism, Hinduism, and Buddhism) that are adhered to by the people of Mojorejo Village, Batu, East Java. This village has an important role, as it becomes the first area in Batu, East Java— that implement and develop the concept of religious pluralism and harmonization in one village area thus it has been awarded as “A Village that is Aware of Religious Harmony” from the government of Batu. Therefore, this study aimed to understand the constructs of religious harmony that have been successfully established in Mojorejo Village, Batu, East Java. The theory underlying this study is Nurcholis Madjid’s theory of humanist pluralism. This study used a qualitative approach to produce descriptive data in the form of oral, written, and observable behavior. Through three data collection methods (observation, in-depth interview, a study of documents), this study concludes that the religious harmony construct of the Mojorejo Village
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community is established from a pattern of accustoming mutual respect among villagers which is carried out both naturally and sustainably. This continuity manifests through cooperation in three ways: religious, social, and cultural cooperation so that it can lead to the emerge of perspectives, ideas, and a social environment capable of maintaining and preserving religious plurality in harmony. Therefore, the application of religious harmony in Mojorejo Village, Batu, East Java can be used as an alternative solution for other areas in locating and facilitating religious plurality so that it remains harmonious amid a pluralistic community.
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Introduction

The plurality of religions, which is one of the characteristics of
the plurality of the Indonesian community, needs to always be maintained for its existence, to make the interreligious relations within it can always run in harmony. It is reasonable then that the discourses on the theme of religious harmony\(^1\) \(^2\) \(^3\) and the dynamics of tolerance that accompany it, show an increasing trend in academia so that it can produce a variety of researches, starting from the concept of religious tolerance from the perspective of the al-Qur’an\(^4\), the foundation of tolerance in Islam\(^5\) \(^6\), the concept of ideals of religious tolerance\(^7\), the phenomenon of religious diversity as a sunnatullah\(^8\), to researches on religious tolerance which is examined through various scientific disciplines such as the Psychology of Religion\(^9\) and Archeology.\(^10\) The emergence of these studies indicates that the phenomenon of diversity

---


that is present as a reality amid the plurality of community in Indonesia has received a positive response in the world of academia thus makes it interesting to be studied and analyzed.

The actualization of this theme is increasingly important when the fact that the plural diversity of the community in the aspects of religion and belief confronts its paradox in terms of the issue of intolerance which becomes the theme of the research, for example, the research of Wijaya et al., which raises the discourse of religious intolerance in local newspapers\textsuperscript{11}, as well as the discourse of religious intolerance that arises among students.\textsuperscript{12} This means, the plurality of community in the aspect of religion that is believed, indirectly has two implications, namely the concrete harmonization of religious teachings in the form of religious tolerance behaviour, and vice versa – if this diversity is not accompanied by social maturity in religion, it will have an impact on the emergence of intolerant behaviour in some religious adherents/believers amid the plurality of community. This becomes a problem that must be immediately sought for a solution through multi-perspective scientific research to obtain scientific findings that can support the solid construct of religious harmonization amid community.

The discourse on strengthening religious harmonization amid a plural community that manifests in an attitude of religious tolerance – is born and proclaimed by external parties, both government and Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) based on two arguments: \textit{First}, the plurality of the Indonesian community is a form of wealth of the nation’s cultural treasures which needs to be constantly cared for and used to support the unity of the nation. \textit{Second}, efforts to create tolerance among religious adherents or believers are the responsibility of all elements of the nation, so there is a need for collaboration between the government - as formal juridical policymakers - and the community as


the subject of social institutions. So that, at the level of idealism, religious harmony that is born from religious tolerance should be established through the active participation of all members of the religious community based on the common values of togetherness, respecting the religious doctrines and rituals of each religion, and avoiding exclusivity in religion.

The phenomenon of various religions that are present and embraced amid a plural Indonesian community is a description of the social reality that continues to grow along with the development of social institutions in the society itself, like the religious harmony that grows in the community of Mojorejo Village, Batu, East Java. Interestingly, at the end of November 2019, this village managed to appreciate the Batu government in the form of an award as “A Village that is Aware of Religious Harmony”. This success is a proud achievement, considering that Batu has a relatively high community heterogeneity typology. The following is data from the Statistics of Batu Municipality as of 2017:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>District</th>
<th>Islam</th>
<th>Protestantism</th>
<th>Catholicism</th>
<th>Hinduism</th>
<th>Buddhism</th>
<th>Konghucu</th>
<th>Others</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>010 Batu</td>
<td>94090</td>
<td>5333</td>
<td>2298</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>020 Junrejo</td>
<td>52923</td>
<td>2244</td>
<td>376</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Sociologically, through these data, it appears that pluralism has become an empirical reality in Mojorejo Village, Batu, East Java. This can be seen in society’s sociological condition, which is not only polarized through regional segmentation but has differentiation religion and belief. Therefore, this phenomenon becomes a basic assumption and an integral part of the phase of religious harmony - harmonization through tolerant behavior raised by each religious adherent in Mojorejo Village, Batu, East Java. The religious harmony which manifests in the emergence of inter-religious harmony is a fact that originates in the internalization of good theological-social values. This is where the understanding of the religious commitment that underlies the formation of religious tolerance becomes urgent to be interpreted and analyzed.

**Methods**

This article aimed to conduct a critical analysis that could parse or unravel the construction of religious commitment that underlies the emergence of religious tolerance and religious harmony in Mojorejo Village, Batu, East Java. Through the reconstruction of the meaning of religious commitment, it will have implications for the strengthening of the establishment of religious tolerance harmonization amid the plurality of the Indonesian community in general, and the Batu City community in particular.

The problem raised in this study focuses on how the religious harmony construct is established in Mojorejo village so that it can become the best sample area in the field of inter-religious tolerance in Batu, East Java. Therefore, this study used a qualitative approach with three data collection methods (observation, in-depth interview, a study of documents) to answer the focus of the problem. Furthermore, the data were analyzed using interactive model analysis techniques initiated by...
Miles Huberman and Saldana, namely: data collection, data condensation, data display, and verifying.

Result

Demographic Description and Religious Pluralism

Mojorejo Village is an area located in Batu, East Java Province, Indonesia. This village consists of 2 hamlets, namely Kajang Hamlet (consisting of 7 Rukun Warga [RW] and 14 Rukun Tetangga [RT]), and Ngadat Hamlet (consisting of 3 RW and 10 RT). Mojorejo Village is 6 km from the Batu City government. Quantitatively, most people in this village adhere to Islam with a total of 4365 people, Protestants with 331 people, Buddhists with 286 people, Catholics with 13 people, and Hindu as many as one person. The fact of religious dynamics that can see through this number gives meaning to the importance of harmony between religions to always be cared for and guarded, amid society's existing plurality.

More specifically, the religious composition and number of worship places owned by Mojorejo Village can be seen in the table below:

Table 2
Total Population of Mojorejo Village and Owned Places of Worship

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Religion</th>
<th>Total Population</th>
<th>Worship Places</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Islam</td>
<td>4365</td>
<td>Mosque</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Catholicism</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Mushalla</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Protestantism</td>
<td>331</td>
<td>Church</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Hinduism</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Temple</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Buddhism</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>TPQ</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

15 “Jumlah Penduduk Desa Mojorejo Dan Tempat Ibadah Yang Dimiliki,” Last modified April 2020, Mojorejo village archives.
The reality of religious plurality in Mojorejo Village, Batu, needs to be supported by an outstanding religious commitment among existing religious adherents. In answering and providing solutions to various religious communities’ problems in Mojorejo Village, religious commitment is present to create harmony and tolerance between religious believers, which has often been carried out. The cultural heterogeneity that has long existed in Mojorejo Village, Batu in the form of a variety of varied religious traditions, as well as the variety of religious activities of each religion has received active participation, both by adherents of the concerned religion and adherents of other religions who live in the village area of Mojorejo. This can be seen, for example, in the annual religious rites in the form of interfaith prayers attended by all elements of the religious community in Mojorejo Village. At this moment, all religions in Mojorejo Village were present and prayed for the village’s safety.

The narrative of religious plurality and the community's portrait in it - as in Mojorejo Village - which manifested in the emerge of various religious rites across religions, is only a concrete representation design of the image of a community in one region in Indonesia. The typology of relations between religious believers exists and has formulated through various field research with research locus in several other regions in Indonesia, as Fidiyani’s research\(^{16}\) which targeted Banyumas Regency as her research locus on religious tolerance there, Jazadi who examines the cultural challenges in the Sumbawa region\(^{17}\), as well as

\(^{16}\) Fidiyani, “Kerukunan Umat Beragama Di Indonesia ( Belajar Keharomonisan Dan Toleransi Umat Beragama Di Desa Cikakak, Kec. Wangon, Kab. Banyumas).”

Pamungkas research which chose Buleleng as the research location. The research focus, which bases on the fact of religious plurality, is expected to lead to a more established dialogue of religious harmony in various regions in Indonesia.

Discussion

The Design of Five Religions Harmonization

Mojorejo Village is a region with an area of 2.081 km² (175 Ha) located in a highland area in Batu, East Java, Indonesia. In de jure, this village has gone through the leadership phase of 12 village heads for a period of 79 years from 1942 to 2020. During these periods, this village has succeeded in maintaining the differentiation and plurality of its community so that it can produce religious harmony. The religious harmony that is buzzing in Mojorejo Village and makes it able to place it as the “Village of Religious Harmony”, does not just appear instantly, but it manifests through the design of social constructs that are carried out synergistically and continuously by various elements of the community in it.

Referring to the thesis in the humanist pluralism theory of Nurcholis Madjid which states that inclusiveness and humanist character are the roots of the construction of religious pluralism, the phenomenon of religious diversity and beliefs in Mojorejo Village is one concrete example of this theory. The religious component is interpreted inclusively, not only as an abstract formula for the appreciation of a belief itself. The design of inclusiveness can be seen from the expression of religious teachings through real life in respecting the beliefs of others; a pattern of coexistence with various adherents/believers of different religions. Next, the humanist character of the Mojorejo Village community is designed in a community pattern that upholds the values

---


of cooperation, as stated in the statement of the Head of Mojorejo Village:

“Our people here are accustomed to the style of working together, gethuk tular if there are neighbors who need help. In village clean-up events, for example, our villagers independently help each other organize these events voluntarily. Likewise, during interfaith prayer moments, followers of five different religions should pray together according to their beliefs. All join in praying for the safety of our village.”

The religious harmonization design of the five religions in Mojorejo Village is inseparable from the concept of the term harmonization which means harmony and an effort to find harmony. From a philosophical aspect, it can be seen as a form of unification and cooperation of various factors that give birth to a unity that is noble in nature. The researcher analyzed the design of religious harmony in Mojorejo Village as a manifestation of three factors: First, the convenience of social interaction that creates harmony and balance of life in a community; second, there is social empathy which becomes the social identity of each individual in the community, and; third, the existence of active prevention efforts from each element of the community for aggressive behavior as a trigger for violence and a source of conflict.

Based on this description, it is reasonable to say that the religious harmonization design that exists amid the Mojorejo Village community is more formed from internal desires that are strongly embedded in each member of the community and carried out steadily so that it seems to be a culture of mutual respect to maintain and preserve religious harmony.

---

20 Mr. Rujito Interview by Muhammad Yusuf, on July 16, 2020 at Mojorejo village
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as to remain within the framework of harmony amid the existing plurality of community.

The integration that manifests in the harmony of the people of Mojorejo Village is a combination of several factors, as Soekanto stated that knowledge of the equality of cultural elements supported by the cultivation of tolerance, openness, and mutual respect between members of the community elements would be able to create harmony in a plural society. In other words, tolerance contains a concession, giving based on generosity, and bases on rights itself. This means that tolerance occurs and applies because there are differences in principles. However, these differences are address by respecting the various principles of others without sacrificing their principles.

In general, mutual respect between members of the community elements’ attitude of maintaining tolerance is an urgent demand for the Indonesian people racing with the development and modernization of the times in all fields. Among the efforts that can do is enrich the insight into the values of religious teachings that emphasize tolerance. In this way, a spirit of religious tolerance can be cultivated among adherents of each religion, as has been successfully done by the community in Mojorejo village, Batu, East Java.

**The Origin of The Emergence of The Religious Harmony**

Religious harmonization appears as an implication of the balance of functions of religious teachings that are successfully implemented by each religious adherent or believer in their daily life. The implementation of these teachings certainly does not occur as an incidental momentum but is a manifestation of the continuity of religious behaviour that obeys God's commands, as well as a form of harmonious relationships with fellow humans and the universe. When the role of human submission to religious teachings has been able to be


carried out completely, then actually the sublimation factor of religion\textsuperscript{24} has been achieved through the noble behaviour of its adherents or believers, both theologically and humanly.

Likewise, with the construct of religious harmony that grows in Mojorejo Village. The village community's behaviour, which is accustomed to humanist values among community members, eventually forms a healthy socio-cultural synergy pattern. The pattern of habituating mutual respect among the villagers is implemented naturally and is also sustainable. This continuity manifests through cooperation in three ways, namely religious, social, and cultural cooperation. Through these three combinations, viewpoints, ideas, and a social environment are born that can maintain a plurality of religions in harmony.

One of the religious cooperation carried out by the people of Mojorejo Village can be seen in the local community's interfaith prayer events. The community's interfaith prayer activity on the annual agenda in Muharram, which is routinely carried out in the Mojorejo Village area. Religious adherents live in the community gather and pray together according to their respective religions and beliefs with the same goal of praying for safety and blessings for their village. From this, it appears that the harmonization between religious believers that arises from this momentum can see as an activity that requires several essential aspects:

\textit{Firstly}, the openness between the government elite and the grassroots level community is running well. This openness will necessitate or encourage dialogue between religious communities, as well as become the basis for a healthy communication process between religious adherents. This openness also what ultimately becomes the gateway for the birth of mutual trust between religious adherents or believers and leave the false tolerance behavior. In this case, the village government provides support for the implementation of programs as well as religious, social, and cultural activities initiated by the community of Mojorejo Village.

Secondly, the existence of mutual understanding between the religious adherents/believers – which emerges from a mutual understanding of each religion appropriately and proportionally. Proportional knowledge will eliminate any suspicion that could potentially become the root of hostility and disharmony in religious life, and; thirdly, the recognition of religious plurality. Plurality is understood by each member of the community through active involvement to understand differences and similarities to achieve harmony in diversity. Fourthly – is the flourishing of traditional cultural ties in the community.

Next, the social cooperation of the Mojorejo Village community is illustrated by the following explanation by Rujito as the Head of Mojorejo Village:

“The people in our village are accustomed to being friendly and helping one another in every activity carried out socially. Such as when Ashura activity therein many activities, ranging from interreligious prayer, Wayang Kulit events, village carnaval, and others. People voluntarily cooperate, starting from managing the committee to taking of the people's consumption, which is cook and enjoy together.”

Through the description, it can be said that the social cooperation carried out by each component of society in Mojorejo Village has become a habit that eventually becomes a culture. Social-community activities are carried out together by always fostering the principles of

---


26 Mr. Rujito Interview by Muhammad Yusuf, on July 17, 2020 at Mojorejo village.
respect, and attention to customary regulations, as concluded by Makmur’s research\(^{27}\), Halim\(^{28}\), and Aryani’s research\(^{29}\).

This research states the findings that are different from previous studies, such as Rokhmad, who prioritizes external institutions' role in managing and maintaining the religious harmony of the plural society\(^{30}\). However, this research is more detailed in uncovering society's internal factors that underlie the emergence of religious harmony—plural communities. Likewise, the research conclusion states that the tolerant behavior of teachers\(^{31}\) and students\(^{32}\)\(^{33}\) is the key to cultivating religious harmony in education. In detail, this article analyzes problems based on the approach *socio-religious* that is closely related to the construct of society in Indonesia.

Finally, cultural cooperation in Mojorejo Village, Batu, East Java can be seen from the cultural themed activities that are continuously carried out in the village. The people of Mojorejo Village


are closely related to Javanese culture, they always uphold this cultural tradition by carrying out a series of activities with cultural nuances. A concrete example of this cultural collaboration can be seen in the momentum of the celebration of the month of Syuro (Muharram) which is celebrated by the villagers by holding Wayang Kulit and Cultural Carnival events. Through these two activity segments, the village community volunteers to coordinate and collaborate to make the village event a success:

Picture 1: Cultural Carnival events in Mojorejo Village (2019)

Thus, it is common that the religious harmony that was emerged in Mojorejo Village, Batu, East Java is a social construct that is born and develops naturally and continuously in a functional-structural frame by assuming the community is an organic system that has relations between its parts to maintain the existing system.
Conclusion

The context of Indonesia’s pluralistic community in terms of religion and belief absolutely requires real harmonization. In fact, in the long term, the harmonization of religious plurality in the midst of a pluralistic society will create unity of the society elements in a concrete and solid ways.

This research illustrates several important conclusions, namely the religious harmony construct of the Mojorejo Village community is established from a pattern of accustoming mutual respect among villagers which is carried out both naturally and sustainably. This continuity manifests through cooperation in three ways: religious, social, and cultural cooperation so that it can lead to the emerge of perspectives, ideas, and a social environment capable of maintaining and preserving religious plurality in harmony. Therefore, the application of religious harmony in Mojorejo Village, Batu, East Java can be used as an alternative solution for other areas in locating and facilitating religious plurality so that it remains harmonious amid a pluralistic community.
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